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Fluid Analysis of Foraging Ants
Mieke Massink and Diego Latella
Istituto di Scienza e Tecnologie dell’Informazione ‘A. Faedo’, CNR, Italy

Abstract. Workers of the Argentine ant, Iridomyrmex humilis, are known
to be capable to find efficiently the shortest route from their nest to a
food source. Their approach is based on a simple pheromone trail-laying
and following behaviour accessing only local information. In this note we
explore the modelling and analysis of foraging ants in Bio-PEPA [8, 6].
The simple case study concerns ants that need to cross a bridge with two
branches of different length to reach food and carry the food home and
is based on empirical data described by Goss and Deneubourg et al. [13,
10]. We explore the conditions for which the shortest path emerges as the
preferred one by the ants. The analysis is based on stochastic simulation
and fluid flow analysis. The behaviour of ant colonies has inspired the development of an interesting class of optimisation algorithms ranging from
alternative shortest path algorithms to new scheduling and routing algorithms, algorithms to solve set partition problems and for distributed
information retrieval. Process algebraic fluid flow analysis may be an
important additional technique to the analysis of such algorithms in a
computationally efficient way.
Keywords: Fluid flow, process algebra, collective dynamics, self-organisation,
emergence.
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Introduction

The behaviour of ant colonies has inspired the development of an interesting
class of optimisation algorithms ranging from alternative shortest path algorithms to new scheduling and routing algorithms, algorithms to solve set partition problems and for distributed information retrieval, see for example work
by Dorigo et al. [11]. The formal specification and scalable analysis of such systems, that in general consist of a large number of autonomous entities, is still a
challenging problem. Such analysis is however essential to assure functional and
non-functional properties of such systems, especially when they are employed
in safety critical applications. Algorithms based on ant colony behaviour are
also inspiring the development of techniques to contribute to the solution of
difficult problems of self-organisation, self-awareness, autonomous and collective
behaviour, and resource optimisation in a complex system setting such as those
that can be found in collaborative swarms of robots, see for example the ASCENS project [1]. In this preliminary work we address the formal modelling and
analysis of a colony of foraging ants in Bio-PEPA and in particular we study
the emergent behaviour of this model using a process algebra based fluid flow
approach.
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The Problem of Foraging Ants

To study the problem of foraging ants the following experimental set up is considered from the literature [13, 10]. A nest of ants is situated at site nest and
some food is situated at site food. Ants can reach the food from the nest through
two alternative branches of a bridge, a long branch passing by locations L1 and
L2, and a short branch, passing by locations S1 and S2. The ants choose a
branch based on the relative quantity of pheromone present at the start of the
two branches, i.e. in L1 and S1 for ants leaving choice point A moving towards
site food, and L2 and S2 for ants leaving choice point B and going towards site
nest. Pheromone is a chemical substance that is released by the ants as they
move. It is assumed that once a branch is chosen the ant’s decision is not reverted, i.e. the ant eventually arrives at destination once it starts moving along
a particular branch. After the ant has found the food it returns to the nest following the same procedure. Pheromone is assumed not to be subject to decay in
the present set up since the behaviour is studied over a time interval of ca. 40
minutes, which is compatible with the lifetime of pheromone. However, such a
feature could be easily added when longer time intervals are of interest. The aim
of this modelling exercise is to find a high-level, process algebraic, agent based
model that can be used to determine under which conditions which of the two
branches is emerging as the preferred one when ants apply the above described
local, pheromone based, algorithm. The site nest and choice point A are represented as two different locations. Similarly for site food and choice point B.
A constant flow of ants leaving the nest is assumed, with, on average, one ant
leaving the nest every two seconds. The choice behaviour of the ants depends
on the relative amounts of pheromone present at the beginning of each branch.
In [10] a simple general choice function is used, which quantifies the way in which
a higher concentration of pheromone on one branch gives a higher probability
of choosing that branch, depending on the absolute and relative amounts on the
beginning of these branches. The particular choice function suggested for the
probability to choose the short branch at a choice point is of the form:
probS = (k + P Si )d /((k + P Si )d + (k + P Li )d )
where P Si represents the amount of pheromone in location Si and P Li the
amount of pheromone in location Li , for i ∈ {1, 2}. In a similar way probL can
be defined. The parameter k quantifies the degree to which ants are sensitive to
the difference in amounts of pheromone marking at the two branches when there
is still relatively little pheromone present. For example, for k = 1 the probability
for the first ant passing choice point A to choose one of the branches is k/2k = 1/2
because there is no pheromone on either branch yet. Suppose this ant chooses
the long branch, then it lays a unit of pheromone at site L1. So, the next ant
that passes choice point A in the same direction (assuming that no other ants
have passed) has now a probability of 1/3 to choose the short branch and 2/3 to
choose the long branch. For larger values of k the initial amounts of pheromones
laid by the first ants produce a less accentuated difference in the probabilities.
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For example, for k = 20 and d = 1 the probability that the second ant chooses
the short branch reduces to 21/41 = 0.51. Empirical results described in [10] have
shown that k = 20 provides a realistic value. The parameter d in the formula
determines the degree of non-linearity of the choice. A higher value of d amplifies
the effect of the difference between the amounts of pheromone present on the
two branches at a choice point. Empirical results showed that n = 2 provides a
good fit between empirical data and the function modelling the choice. Note that
probS +probL = 1. This simple mechanism, in which each ant that passes a choice
point during exploratory recruitment modifies the following ant’s probability to
choose a particular branch by adding pheromone on the chosen branch, forms
a positive feedback system in which, after some initial fluctuation, one branch
emerges as being “selected”, which is usually the shortest branch.

3

Bio-PEPA Briefly Recalled

Bio-PEPA [8, 6, 7], is a process algebraic language that originally was developed
for the stochastic modelling and analysis of biochemical systems. Bio-PEPA
models consist of two main kinds of components. The first kind is called the
“species” component, describing the behaviour of individual entities. The second
kind is the model component, describing the interactions between the various
species. In the context of the paper, the individual entities are the robots, and
the model component defines how they interact.
The syntax of Bio-PEPA components is defined as:
S ::= (α, κ) op S | S + S | C with op = ↓ | ↑ | ⊕ |

|

and P ::= P


P
L

| S(x)

where S is a species component and P is a model component.
The prefix combinator “op” in the prefix term (α, κ) op S represents the impact that action α has on species S. Specifically, ↓ indicates that the number of
entities of species S reduces when α occurs, and ↑ indicates that this number
increases. The amount of the change is defined by the stoichiometry coefficient
κ. This coefficient captures the multiples of an entity involved in an occurring
action. We will see an example of its use in the next section. The default value
of κ is 1 in which case we simply write α instead of (α, κ). Action durations are
assumed to be random variables (RVs) with negative exponential distributions,
characterised by their rates. The rate of action α is defined by a so called functional rate or kinetics rate. Action rates are defined in the context section of a
Bio-PEPA specification. The symbol ⊕ denotes an activator, an inhibitor and
a generic modifier, all of which play a role in an action without being produced or consumed and have a defined meaning in the biochemical context. The
operator “+” expresses the choice between possible actions, and the constant

C is defined by an equation C=S. The process P 
Q denotes synchronisation
L
between components P and Q, the set L determines those actions on which the

components P and Q are forced to synchronise. The shorthand P 
Q denotes
∗
synchronisation on all actions that P and Q have in common. In S(x), the parameter x ∈ IR represents the initial amount of the species. A Bio-PEPA system
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with locations consists of a set of species components, a model component, and
a context containing definitions of locations, functional/kinetics rates, parameters, etc.. The prefix term (α, κ) op S@l is used to specify that the action is
performed by S in location l.
Bio-PEPA is given a formal operational semantics [8] which is based on Continuous Time Markov Chains (CTMCs). An alternative semantics for Bio-PEPA
is also given in [7, 8] where Bio-PEPA models are mapped into sets of ordinary
differential equations (ODEs) which allow for fluid flow approximation. As we
have seen above, a Bio-PEPA model consists of a number of sequential components each of which represents a number of entities in a distinct state. The
result of an action is to increase the number of some entities and decrease the
number of others, these adjustments reflecting the stoichiometry with respect
to the action. Thus we can represent the total state of the system at any point
in time as a vector whose elements store the counts of each species component.
This gives rise to a discrete state system which undergoes discrete events. Intuitively, the idea of fluid flow approximation is to approximate these discrete
jumps by continuous flows between the states of the system. This approximation
becomes good when entities are present in such high numbers as to make the
frequency of actions high and the relative change from each single event small.
In this case we can derive a set ODEs capturing the continuous approximation
of system jumps, the solution of which is a vector of functions of time, which
approximate the average behaviour of the CTMC; there is one such a function
per each species and its value at time t gives the expected fraction, over the total
population, of entities of that species at time t.
Bio-PEPA is supported by a suite of software tools which automatically process Bio-PEPA models and generate internal representations suitable for different
types of analysis [8, 5]. These tools include mappings from Bio-PEPA to ODEs,
supporting fluid flow approximation [14], to stochastic simulation models [12],
to CTMCs with levels [7] and to PRISM models [16, 17] amenable to (statistical) model-checking. Consistency of the analyses is supported by a rich theory
including process algebra, and the relationships between CTMCs and ODE.

4

A Bio-PEPA Model of Foraging Ants

To model the behaviour of foraging ants in Bio-PEPA [8, 6] the following parameters are used:
– N denotes the total, and constant, number of worker ants in the ants colony.
– move denotes the constant rate at which ants leave site nest to look for
food. The rate at which ants leave site food depends also on the number of
ants present on site food and is modelled by a mass action law.
– walk long (walk short) is the rate related to the average time an ant needs
to traverse a section of the long (short, respectively) branch of the bridge.
Both the long and the short branch are composed of the same number of
sections, i.e. 2. The length of a branch is modelled by the average time it takes
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an ant to traverse a section on that branch. This time is longer for the long branch
than for the short branch and is specified by the two parameters walk long and
walk short. An alternative solution would be to vary the number of sections on
the paths and keep the average walking time for each section the same.
The following compartments (locations) are introduced (apart from the default location ‘top’):
– nest is the location of the ants’ nest from which ants start initially.
– A is the location where they choose between the long and the short path
when leaving the nest.
– S1 and S2 are the locations where ants lay pheromone after they selected
the short branch. They do this every time they pass by these locations.
– L1 and L2 are the locations where ants lay pheromone after they selected
the long branch. They do this every time they pass by these locations.
– food is the place where they collect food.
– B is the location where the ants decide which branch to take when returning
from the food to the nest.
In Figure 1 the locations as well as the names of the transitions modelling
the movement of individual ants are indicated. The direction of movement of the
ants is modelled as part of the name of the species.

nest
go S1 nest

go L1 nest
go nest A
A
go A L1

go A S1

L1

S1

go L2 L1

go L1 L2

go S2 S1

L2

go S1 S2

S2
go B S2

go B L2

B
go food B
go L2 food

go S2 food
food

Fig. 1. Locations and transitions of ants in the model

In the following the behaviour of an individual ant is modelled. The focus is on
how its behaviour effects the population of ants and the amount of pheromones
in the relevant locations. It is assumed that all ants are in location nest initially.
From there they move with a rate of one ant every 2 seconds towards the food.
This rate is associated with the action go nest A labelling the transition of an
ant moving from location nest to choice point A. In A ants choose between the
long (go A L1) and the short (go A S1) branch. The total exit rate of an ant at a
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choice point is 1, i.e. the sum of the probabilities given by the choice function to
choose a branch. In this paper, we assume that, initially, there is no pheromone
in locations S1 and L1, so an ant chooses either way with approximately equal
probability for k = 20. When there is significantly more pheromone in one of
the locations, the rate with which that branch is chosen increases and the race
condition between the rates for the long and the short branch model a probabilistic choice between them. So, the larger the difference between the amounts
of pheromone at the beginning of a path, the higher the probability that an
ant chooses the branch with the highest amount of pheromone. The Bio-PEPA
fragment below models this initial behaviour of the ant:
Ant nest = go nest A↓Ant nest@nest+
go S1 nest↑Ant nest@nest+
go L1 nest↑Ant nest@nest;
Ant A = go A S1↓Ant A@A+
go A L1↓Ant A@A+
go nest A↑Ant A@A;

After an ant selects a branch, it lays some pheromone in the location at
the beginning of a branch in S1 or L1 as a side-effect of the actions go A S1
and go A L1, respectively. This part of the behaviour is modelled as processes
Ant S1 N toF and Ant L1 N toF , where the suffix ‘NtoF’ indicates that the
ant’s travelling direction is from nest to food. Pheromone is also left in the
locations along the branch when ants pass by them on their way back. This
part of the behaviour is modelled by the processes with suffix ‘FtoN’. Below an
excerpt from the model for an ant moving to and returning via S1 is shown. The
behaviour involving S2, L1 and L2 is similar and not shown.
Ant S1 N toF = go A S1↑Ant S1 N toF @S1+
go S1 S2↓Ant S1 N toF @S1;
Ant S1 F toN = go S2 S1↑Ant S1 F toN @S1+
go S1 nest↓Ant S1 F toN @S1;

After traversing the short or long branch, ants end up in location food. From
there they go eventually back to the nest, passing by choice point B, as specified
in the fragment below:
Ant f ood = go f ood B↓Ant f ood@f ood+
go S2 f ood↑Ant f ood@f ood+
go L2 f ood↑Ant f ood@f ood;
Ant B = go B S2↓Ant B@B+
go B L2↓Ant B@B+
go f ood B↑Ant B@B;

The increment in pheromone level takes place as a side-effect of an ant passing
by a particular location on its path. This is modelled by the change in pheromone
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level at each of the locations and occurs when a go X Y action happens on which
the pheromone process is synchronised, for example:
P S1 = go A S1↑P S1@S1 + go S2 S1↑P S1@S1;

The system model below shows the initial number of ants in each location
using cooperation with synchronisation on shared actions:
Ant
Ant
Ant
Ant
Ant
Ant



N est@N est[N ] 
Ant A@A[0] 
∗
∗


S1 N toF @S1[0] 
Ant
S1
F
toN
@S1[0] 
P
∗
∗



S2 N toF @S2[0] 
Ant
S2
F
toN
@S2[0]
P
∗
∗



L1 N toF @L1[0] 
Ant
L1
F
toN
@L1[0]
P
∗
∗



L2 N toF @L2[0] 
Ant
L2
F
toN
@L2[0]
P
∗
∗

F ood@F ood[0] 
Ant B@B[0]
∗


S1@S1[0] 
∗

S2@S2[0] 
∗

L1@L1[0] 
∗

L2@L2[0] 
∗

The rates of the actions in the model reflect those found empirically by Goss
et al. [13].
Ants leave the nest at a rate of one ant every 2 seconds. This is modelled
by the constant rate move. To avoid that a reaction takes place when there are
no ants present in the nest, the rate is multiplied with a factor that makes sure
that there is a positive number of ants in the nest (H(Ant nest@nest)). Ants
returning to their nest from location food are assumed to leave that location
with a rate depending on the number of ants present in that location.
kineticLawOf go nest A : move ∗ H(Ant nest@nest);
kineticLawOf go f ood B : move ∗ Ant f ood@f ood;

The rates at which ants choose a branch at a choice point are defined using
the choice function of degree 2, for example for ants leaving choice point A:
kineticLawOf go A S1 :
kineticLawOf go A L1 :

(k+P S1@S1)2
(k+P S1@S1)2 +(k+P L1@L1)2
(k+P L1@L1)2
(k+P S1@S1)2 +(k+P L1@L1)2

∗ Ant A@A;
∗ Ant A@A;

It takes ants more time to traverse a section on the long branch than on
the short branch. This is simply modelled by two different rates; walk long and
walk short. For example:
kineticLawOf go L1 L2 : walk long ∗ Ant L1 N toF @L1;
kineticLawOf go S1 S2 : walk short ∗ Ant S1 N toF @S1;

5

Emerging Paths

Despite the simplicity of the model of foraging ants there are a number of interesting aspects to analyse. In the present paper we focus on whether or under
what conditions stochastic simulation and fluid flow analysis confirm that the
simple trail laying and selection mechanism indeed are enough to lead to the
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emergence of the shortest path in most cases. In other words, we want to know
whether or under what conditions our model shows a similar emergent behaviour
as has been observed in empirical research, so that we can validate it.
In order to be able to compare results obtained from the model with those
from empirical research presented in Goss et al. [13] the model is analysed for
the following values of the parameters taken from [13]:
N = 1000: number of workers in the ant colony
move = 0.5: one ant every two seconds leaves the nest
r = 2: relation between length of long branch w.r.t. short branch
walk short = 0.05: the short branch takes on average 20 seconds to be
traversed
– walk long = 0.05/r: traversing the long branch takes r times much time as
traversing the short branch
– k = 20: factor k in the choice function
–
–
–
–

One way to visualize the relative preference of ants for one branch w.r.t. the
other is to show how the fraction of pheromone present on each branch changes
over time. This is shown in Fig. 2(a) for a stochastic simulation with 10000
independent runs over a time period of 3000 seconds (50 min.), covering the
duration of the experiments by Goss et al.. The figure shows that, after a brief
initial time interval, on average, there is more pheromone on the short branch
than on the long branch. Inspection of single simulation runs reveals that the
behaviour tends to two different stable states: one in which all ants use the short
branch (Fig. 3(a)) and one in which all ants use the long branch (Fig. 3(b)).
Two such simulations are shown in Fig. 3. However, on average the short branch
emerges more often than the long branch for the given parameter values, which
explains the results in Fig. 2(a).
Fig. 2(b) shows the total number of ants in the colony and the number of
ants that are in the nest over time, which are at least 942 at any time.
Let us now turn to a fluid flow analysis of the same model and same parameter
values as shown in Fig. 5(a). It is immediately clear that the fluid results are
quite different from the simulation results of Fig. 2(a). Fig. 5(a) seems to indicate
that the short branch emerges much earlier and more often than results from a
stochastic simulation of the same model with 10000 independent runs.
An important result by Kurtz [15] on continuous approximation of stochastic
processes says that the fluid approximation can be obtained as the limit of a
sequence of CTMC models for increasing population levels. In particular, it has
been shown that such approximation works well if the rates of the model can
be shown to be density dependent. But let us first consider what it would mean
to generate a sequence of models with increasing population levels for the ant
colony model. If a system has a total number of components that does not change
when the system evolves this total could be taken as the system size. However,
in the ant colony model the number of ants is constant, but the amount of
pheromone in the various locations grows unlimited over time. So, let us consider
as the system size the sum of the initial populations of ants and pheromone and
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consider a sequence of systems where this populations are scaled with a factor
E ∈ N, so N = 1000 ∗ E. Unfortunately, this alone does not mean that there are
really more ants active (i.e. out of the nest) in our system. This is due to the
fact that ants leave the nest with a constant rate of one ant every two seconds.
We can work around this by scaling the exit rate as well by factor E, i.e. define
move = 0.5 ∗ E. Fig. 4(a) shows the result of a single simulation of the model
scaled by a factor E = 100000 and renormalised afterwards. The shape of the
graph seems to get closer to the fluid flow results of Fig. 5(a). However, a second
simulation, shown in Fig. 4(b) of exactly the same model and parameters shows
that it is also possible that the long branch emerges, giving a simulation trace
that differs completely from that obtained by fluid flow analysis. In other words
the simulation results are very unstable despite the large population considered.

1
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Percentage

Percentage
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0.6

0.4
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(a) Fraction of pheromone amounts in S1 (b) Fraction of pheromone amounts in S1
and L1
and L1

Fig. 4. Two different single simulation runs for model scaled by E=100000

Let us consider the rate function of the actions go A S1 and go A L1 for
the choice between two branches. The factor k in that function could also be
interpreted as the initial amount of pheromone present at both branches. Viewed
that way, it would be interesting to consider a model in which also k is scaled
in a similar way as N , i.e. k = 20 ∗ E. We found that, in this case, single
simulation traces, such as the one shown in Fig. 5(b), give indeed results that
are very similar to the fluid flow results in Fig. 5(a); in the sequel we give
a formal justification to this intuitive interpretation. A closer inspection of the
rate function involving the choice between branches showed that it is indeed easy
to verify that it is density dependent when also k is scaled, thus the hypothesis
of Kurtz’ theorem are fulfilled and the stochastic process associated with the
underlying CTMC—which the simulation is based on—coincides, in the limit,
when scaling the population to infinite, with the solution of the ODEs. If k is
not scaled, it is not immediate how a remaining dependency on the population
size in the formula could be dealt with.
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More formally, consider the rate function for the transition go A S1 for the
choice of the short branch at choice point A:
fgo A S1 (X̄) =

(k+P S1@S1)2
(k+P S1@S1)2 +(k+P L1@L1)2

∗ Ant A@A;

where X̄ denotes the population vector of the model containing the values for
P S1@S1, P L1@L1, Ant A@A etc. To show that this rate function is density
dependent we need to find a function g such that:
E · A0 · g(

1
(X̄)) = f (X̄)
E · A0

where A0 is the initial value of ants in the nest and E is the multiplication factor.
Let us focus on transition go A S1. Consider a function g such that its component for transition go A S1, which we denote by ggo A S1 , is defined as below,
assuming that also k is scaled and is part of the population vector X̄. Let us
also assume that the arguments of ggo A S1 for the values related to P S1@S1,
P L1@L1, Ant A@A, k etc. are indicated by YP S1 , YP L1 , YAnt A , Yk etc., resp.:
ggo A S1 (Ȳ ) =

(Yk + YP S1 )2
((Yk + YP S1 )2 + (Yk + YP

L1 )

2)

· YAnt A

1
(X̄)) = f (X̄) for the transition from
Now we need to show that E · A0 · g( E·A
0
A to the short branch:

=

1
E · A0 · ggo A S1 ( E·A
(X̄))
0

E · A0 ·

k
S1@S1 2
( E·A
+ P E·A
)
0

0

=
=

=

k
(( E·A
0

0

k
S1@S1 2
k
L1@L1 2
(( E·A
+ P E·A
) +( E·A
+ P E·A
) )
0

0

k
S1@S1 2
( E·A
+ P E·A
)
0
0
P S1@S1 2
k
L1@L1 2
+ E·A
) +( E·A
+ P E·A
) )
0
0
0

1
(E·A0 )2

1
(E·A0 )2

0

2
0)

(k+P S1@S1)2
(k+P S1@S1)2 +(k+P L1@L1)2

Ant A@A
E·A0

· Ant A@A

·(k+P S1@S1)2

1
·(k+P S1@S1)2 + (E·A

·

·(k+P L1@L1)2

∗ Ant A@A

∗ Ant A@A

It is easy to see that g in this case is indeed the function we were looking for.
Other rate functions in the model are simple mass action functions or similar to
the one shown above. So, the model can be shown to be density dependent when
scaling the ant population, the pheromones and the factor k. This explains the
good correspondence found in that case between fluid flow results and renormalised stochastic simulation runs of a scaled model with E = 100000 as shown
in Fig. 4.

6

Related Work

It is not the first time that formalisms of a process algebraic nature are used to
model and analyse the social behaviour of insects. In the work by Tofts in the
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Fig. 5. Fluid flow analysis and scaled simulation

early nineties [20] the calculus Weighted Synchronous CCS (WSCCS), an extension of Milner’s SCCS [18], was used to describe a probabilistic synchronisation
algorithm assumed to underly the observed auto-synchronisation behaviour of
ants. In that work the behaviour of individual ants has been modelled and the
global behaviour has been analysed by studying the related transition matrices
and by performing model based simulation. Later work by Sumpter et al. [19]
extends Tofts’ work on modelling ant colony behaviour by further types of analyses of the WSCCS models, like Markov chain analysis and mean field methods.
Mean field approximation is a technique which is similar to fluid flow analysis
but it is usually applied to Discrete Time Markov Chains (DTMCs) rather than
CTMCs. The use of CTMCs instead of DTMCs adds to the model the dimension
of (continuous) time, still preserving the probabilistic behaviour. Consequently,
it makes it natural to model issues like the fact that it takes longer to ants to
traverse the long path.

7

Discussion and Further Work

The emergent effect of ants choosing the short branch can be explained by the
positive feedback information that returning ants provide. The ants that choose
the short branch arrive before those that chose the long branch and therefore
more pheromone builds up at the beginning of the short branch. This only works
if pioneer ants have time to return to the nest before many of their fellow ants
start to look for food too. Choosing a constant rate for ants leaving the nest
leads to a model that better reflects such experimental observations.
The small exploratory study of ants described in the present note illustrates
some of the progress that has been made in recent years that facilitates considerably the analysis of process algebraic models of collective behaviour. Among such
progress is the development of automated tools for the generation of stochastic simulations and continuous fluid flow approximations from process algebraic
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models of large collectives of interacting agents. The inclusion of explicit notions of locality and context dependent flexible definition of activity rates in
the formalism may further broaden the kind of dynamical systems that can be
modelled and analysed using a formal modelling approach. Such an approach
has the additional advantage that it provides a mathematical underpinning of
the collective behaviour under study and the related underlying distributed and
stochastic algorithms. Furthermore, fluid flow methods exhibit a high degree of
scalability in the numbers of individuals of each species or, more generally, in
the number of processes in a certain state. In fact, such numbers are just the
initial condition of the initial value problem for the associated ODEs. On the
other hand, the approach is more sensitive to the number of different species,
since the number of differential equations in the system grows (linearly) with it.
As we have seen, scaling k made it easy to prove density dependence. This
fact brought us to the conjecture that if k is considered a constant of the model,
then the scaling conditions of Kurtz’ theorem might not be fulfilled. The full
consequences of these findings are topic of further study.
There are several other issues which remain to be addressed and which we
would like to study further, in the future. We have observed that which of the
two branches emerges depends critically on the initial conditions of the model.
Such effects can be studied by imposing artificially a larger initial amount of
pheromone on the long branch than on the short branch and perform a fluid
flow analysis. It would be interesting to study this phenomenon and establish a
critical value for such a “phase shift” for different conditions of sensitivity of ants
to pheromone differences and its relation to the value k, i.e. the sensitivity of
ants to differences in relatively small amounts of pheromone. Another parameter
to which sensitivity of the model could be studied is the ratio r between the
long and the short path (set to 2 in this paper). It would also be interesting
to investigate the effect of choice functions with higher or lower degrees and, of
course, to investigate whether and how the model could be extended for more
complicated topologies.
Finally, in this work we have used Bio-PEPA as modelling language and
the related Bio-PEPA toolset for fluid flow analysis and simulation. However,
a number of other interesting formal languages for stochastic modelling have
been proposed, among which SCCP [2–4], a Stochastic Concurrent Constraint
language, fluid flow PEPA [14] and StoKLAIM [9], a stochastic variant of a
Linda-like language based on tuple spaces and with asynchronous coordination.
These languages reflect different modelling concepts, while for all of them, analysis techniques such as stochastic simulation, e.g. in PRISM [16], and fluid flow
approximation have been implemented or are under development. We plan to
consider the various approaches taking variants of the foraging ant colony as a
central modelling theme.
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